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Costa del Sol, Benalmadena

Welcome to the enchanting charm of a typical Spanish village, where everyday life merges with tradition and culture.

These beautiful apartments offer the perfect combination of authenticity and modern comfort.

Discover ultimate versatility with 2 to 3 bedroom apartments, fitted open kitchens and stylish bathrooms. Enjoy the

luxury of air conditioning during sunny days and relax on the spacious terrace while admiring the picturesque

surroundings.

Handy intercom technology makes it easy to keep in touch with friends and family, while 2 parking spaces give you the

convenience you deserve. Store your personal items in the handy storage room, perfect for storing bikes, beach gear and

more.

Let the bustling village life embrace you, with various facilities, restaurants and cozy bars within walking distance. Daily

life in this beautiful village is a journey through time, where you are immersed in local customs and traditions.

As icing on the cake, the apartments offer access to a tempting communal swimming pool, where you can relax and

refresh on hot summer days. For those who enjoy an active lifestyle, there is also a well-equipped gym to keep you fit and

healthy.

Take this opportunity to be part of an authentic Spanish community, surrounded by the beauty of the landscape and the

warmth of the local people. Don't wait any longer and dive into the real Spain - buy your dream apartment today!

Apartments for sale. Located in a typical Spanish village, close to various facilities, restaurants and bars.

2 - 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, fully fitted open kitchen, air conditioning, intercom, 2 parking spaces, storage room,

terrace, communal pool and fitness.
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